
SAFETY IN MOTION

Optimize your reverse 
camera with View-it.
View-it is a complementary app designed to 
work seamlessly with the rugged View-it video 
capture hardware.

View-it allows a reverse camera feed to be relayed direct to 
an in-vehicle computer, avoiding the need for separate display 
screens.
As soon as the vehicle is put in reverse the image from the 
reverse camera is instantly displayed on the screen.
When reverse is disengaged, the display reverts to its previous 
state, freeing up the screen for normal use.

STANDARD (BL-STD) 

HARDWARE + SOFTWARE 
SCREEN BLANKING SOLUTION
USB Sensor Hardware
Screen Blanking
‘Screen Saver’ Feature
‘Sleep’ Feature
Nominated Apps
Blank-it Browser
Passenger Viewing

Blank-it app.
STANDARD (BL-STD) 
BLANK SCREEN
> The screen will blank when the vehicle is in motion 

PASSENGER VIEWING
> The passenger is able the use the tablet/computer 

as normal when the screen is facing the passenger. 
A ‘CL100’ Blank-it cable is needed for this feature

DISABLE SCREEN SAVER
> Prevents the screen saver from activating when the 

vehicle is in motion

DISABLE SLEEP
> Prevents the computer going into sleep mode while 

the vehicle is in motion

NOMINATED APPS
> Administrator selected apps that can be viewed 

while the vehicle is in motion

BLANK-IT BROWSER
> White list Web Browser apps 

PREMIUM (BL-PREM)
(includes Blank-it STANDARD (BL-STD) features plus 
the following)
GPS SUPPORT
> GPS over-ride and failsafe system (relevant for 

docks that don’t have tamperproof Blank-it) 

DISABLE MOUSE
> Ability to disable the use of the mouse while the 

vehicle is in motion

DISABLE KEYBOARD
> Ability to disable the use of the keyboard while the 

vehicle is in motion

PRIVACY SCREEN
> Ability to blank the screen when the vehicle is 

stationary (Hot Key F9)

VOICE COMMANDS
> Activate Nominated Apps and other features by 

speaking 

TEMPORARY OVER-RIDE
> Momentarily free up computer even when vehicle is 

in motion (Police requirement)

Blank-it app features.Blank-it is a 
combination of 
ruggedized hardware 
& intelligent software.

Hardware features (BL-205)

> Ruggedized injection molded USB
> Operation temperature - 40° to +85°C  

(104°-185°F)
> Size: 30.7mmH x 17.8mmW x 10.2mmD 

excluding the USB connector
> Multi motion sensors – shock, vibration, motion, 

rotation
> Self-contained, requires no power from vehicle 
> Backward compatible to GEN1 sensors and 

v3.X software
> Easy USB install, needs one free USB port 

(retro-fit option)

Software features

> Windows XP (SP3), Windows 7, Windows 8, 
Windows 10

> GPS over-ride and failsafe system 
> Access to reversing camera, navigation aids, 

dispatch and scheduling app
> Filters out motion not related to vehicle forward 

- movement (relevant for forklifts)
> Online configuration, license manager and 

usage reporting
> Voice command option
> Keyboard and mouse disabler
> Privacy screen and temporary over-ride (Police 

requirement)
> Roll-over detection and notification
> UWP support

PREMIUM (BL-PREM)

HARDWARE + SOFTWARE 
SCREEN BLANKING SOLUTION
USB Sensor Hardware
Screen Blanking
‘Screen Saver’ Feature
‘Sleep’ Feature
Nominated Apps
Blank-it Browser
Passenger Viewing
GPS Support
‘Privacy Screen’ Feature
Disable Mouse and Keyboard
Voice Commands
Temporary Over-ride

APP ONLY (BL-XS)

GPS BASED SOLUTION
REQUIRES NO HARDWARE
Hardware Not Needed
Screen Blanking
GPS Support

C-Tick
Compliant

SAFETY IN MOTION


